
 

MESSAGES FROM STUDENTS 

 

 

NAME：ANAHITA / NATIONALITY：IRAN / AM：HAZRAT MARYAM HIGH SCHOOL 

Comment: As a person who believes that Japan is the place she belongs to, I need to improve my 

Japanese skill and reach the highest level. In short, I'm trying to master the language I love, in order 

to live in the society I love. I chose here since I specifically wanted to be in Shibuya, and I have not 

regretted my choice even once. 

 

 

NAME：NIKITA / NATIONALITY：RUSSIA / AM：ITMO UNIVERSITY 

Comment: Before I moved to Japan, my initial plan was to live here for half a year. But after I tried 

mouth-watering food and saw breathtaking views of nature, I decided to stay for an entire year. 

And now, when I've found how different, and at the same time equally kind Japanese people are. 

I'm considering staying here for two more years to finish my master's degree at Tokyo university. 

And, of course, all thanks to the school. All their support, from visa application to apartment rental, 

made my journey as smooth as possible. So, if you have even a tiny desire, you should try the taste 

of this beautiful country! 

 

 

NAME：BECCA / NATIONALITY：U.S. / AM：UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS  

Comment: I started studying Japanese because I wanted to be able to live a comfortable and 

fulfilling life here in Japan. I love attending Shibuya LALL Japanese Language School because all 

the teachers and office staff are very friendly! I always feel supported by everyone around me and 

the teachers are really great at challenging their students to improve all aspects of their language 

skills.  

 

 

NAME：CANER / NATIONALITY：TURKEY / AM：ISTANBUL MEDIPOL UNIVERSITY 

Comment: Studying in Japanese language school is advantage to get used to life in Japan. Our 

teachers are Japanese so we are getting lessons by native speakers. Also, you can work while studying. 

In most countries you cannot work while studying in language school but in Japan you can work while 

studying. Those are the main reason why you should study in Japanese language school. 

 

 

NAME：NA / NATIONALITY：THAI / AM：KASEM BUNDIT UNIVERSITY 

Comment: I'm the only Thai in the language school, so I'm not good at all. Since I started enrolling, 

I like the peace of mind I get from the school, counseling and support. I like studying here because 

teachers are very determined to teach and learning content from basic to advanced is systematic. 

Classmates are friendly and help each other. I'm not a good student but everyone here makes me 

want to come to study every day. No pressure and no discomfort when I can't answer questions. 

Book at worldwide lowest price at:

https://www.languagecourse.net/school-shibuya-lall-japanese-language-school-tokyo.php3

+1 646 503 18 10 +44 330 124 03 17 +34 93 220 38 75 +33 1-78416974 +41 225 180 700 +49 221 162 56897 +43 720116182

+31 858880253 +7 4995000466 +46 844 68 36 76 +47 219 30 570 +45 898 83 996 +39 02-94751194 +48 223 988 072

+81 345 895 399 +55 213 958 08 76 +86 19816218990

https://www.languagecourse.net/school-shibuya-lall-japanese-language-school-tokyo.php3

